
Á NEW DEFINITION OF GENUS FOR
TERNARY QUADRATIC FORMS*

BY

BURTON W. JONES t

1. Introduction. The adjoint of the form / = <zx2+èy2+ez2 + 2ryz+

2sxz+2txy is 5 = Ax2+By2+Cz2+2Ryz+2Sxz+2Txy where A is the cofactor

of a, etc., in the Hessian of/, the Hessian being the determinant of the halves

of the second derivatives of /. The primitive contravariant or reciprocal

form F of / is íF/ ß where ß is the greatest common divisor of the literal

coefficients of 3\ The Hessian H = ß2A.

The genus of the form / is defined by H. J. S. Smithf in terms of the

quadratic character of the integers represented by / and F with respect to

the odd prime factors of the Hessian, the congruences mod 8 satisfied by the

odds represented by / and F and, in certain cases, certain so-called "simul-

taneous characters."

The "simultaneous characters" are redundant andL. E. Dickson§ omits

them in his definition of genus. However, since these additional charac-

ters used by Smith and known by him to be redundant (see p. 470 of his

article) are closely linked with the arithmetic progressions associated with

a form, the author has retained them in his discussion.

In this paper, Smith's definition is shown to be equivalent to a new

definition of genus expressed in terms of the integers represented by the

form / alone without reference to F. (A more precise phrasing of this state-

ment will be found in the theorem of this paper.) Furthermore, / may be

indefinite or positive and the character of the integers represented is shown

to determine the order (as well as ß and A) of the form.

The new definition proved in this paper has immediate application in

proving the important theorem shortly to be published that the integers

represented by all the forms of a given genus fall exclusively in certain

arithmetic progressions. An example of the ease of application of this

definition to finding the genus of a form is given at the end of the paper.

Also, it should be noted that this new definition is peculiar to ternary

quadratic forms, for the genus of a binary form depends on the character

* Presented to the Society, October 25, 1930; received by the editors in May, 1930.

f National Research Fellow.

I Collected Mathematical Papers, vol. 1, pp. 455-509. This article is constantly being referred

to.

§ Studies in the Theory of Numbers, p. 52.
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of the odd integers represented prime to the determinant and many qua-

ternary forms are universal, i.e. represent all integers, positive if the form is

positive.

2. Notations. <p = ax2+ßy2, p denotes an odd prime, q a prime, k

indicates the range of values 0, 1, 2, • • • ,and« = 0, ±1, +2, • • • . The form

/ of the introduction is abbreviated by enclosing the coefficients in paren-

theses: {a, b, c, 2r, 2s, 2t); in case r = j = i = 0we use the notation/= {a, b, c).

For any integers a and b, pab is that least positive integer for which a/pab

is an integer prime to b. Unless otherwise indicated, all letters denote

integers. The letters / and g with subscripts and superscripts are used to

denote ternary quadratic forms and {f\p) = {a\p) means that the integers

prime to p represented by / are all of the same quadratic character mod p

as a. We use the usual notation [a/b] for the greatest integer in a/b. The

other notations used in this paper are explained in H. J. S. Smith's article

previously referred to.

3. Lemmas.    In this section we shall prove a number of lemmas.

Lemma 1. <p=a (mod p), a prime to p,is solvable for all and only the a's for

which {a\p) = {a\p) or for all a's according as a^Q=ß (mod p) or aß^O

(mod p).

If ß = 0?ea (mod p) the proof is obvious. If aß ^0 (mod p) note* that ax2

and a—ßy2 each take {p + l)/2 incongruent values mod p as the values of

x and y range over all integers and that therefore, for some value of x and y,

we have ax2 = a—ßy2 (mod p).

Lemma 2. <p = a (mod p2) is solvable for every a prime to p ifaß ^ 0 (mod p).

This follows from Lemma 1 by an elementary proof similar to that used

in the Annals article referred to above.

Corollary 1. /=c«2-r-/3y2-f-7Z2=a^r (mod p'+1), r = 0, 1, is solvable if

aaßy ^ 0 (mod p) for we may then take z — 1 or p according as r = 1 or 0 and

ax2+ßy2 = apT — yz2 (mod p2) is solvable.

Corollary 2. The above corollary holds for all r for f=apr (mod pr+1)

implies, multiplying the variables by p, that f=apr+2 (mod pT+3) solvable, etc.

Lemma 3. <p=ap (mod p2) is solvable for every a prime to p or for none

according as {—aß \p) = 1 or — 1 and in the latter case (p=0 (mod p) implies

#=y=0 (mod p).

Suppose ax2+ßy2 = 0 (mod p) with both x and y prime to p. Choose x' so

that;o;' = l (mod/») andhavea= — ß{yx')2{modp) which implies {—aß \p) = 1.

* Cf. Annals of Mathematics, (2), vol. 28 (1927), p. 333.
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Otherwise one and therefore both of x and y are divisible by p. On the other

hand if (—aß \p) = 1 there exists a solution (xi, yO of ax2+ßy2=0 (mod p)

with xiy^O (mod p). Consider the set (xi, y,) where i = \,2, ■ • • , p and

y?+i=y? +p (mod p2). Note y,-2 ?¿y? (mod p2) if i*j and see that ax? +ßy?

=0 (mod p) takes /> incongruent values mod p2 one of which must be

=ap'(mod p2).

Corollary. <p = apr (mod pr+1), r = 0, 1, is solvable for every a prime to

pif(-aß\p) = l.

Lemma 4. /=ax2+ßy2+7/>z2=-a (mod ppap) is solvable for every a if

(-aß\p)=l.

This is true for a ^ 0 (mod p2) with z = 0 from the above corollary and thus

is true, multiplying each variable by p, for ap2^0 (mod p*). This may be

continued to prove the lemma.

Corollary. If (—ßy \p) = 1 and a^O (mod p), f=ax2+ßpy2+ypz2 = a

(mod ppap)  is solvable if and only if a is not of the form pn+ct—i where

(a-i\p) = -(a\p).

This follows from Lemmas 1 and 4 if we note that/=0 (mod p) implies

X = pXi.

Lemma 5. /=ax'2+j3y2+7/>z2 = ci (mod'ppap), where 7^0 (mod p) and

(—aß \p) = — 1, is solvable if and only if a is not of the form p2h(p2n+py-i)

where (y_i \p) = — (y \p).

If a is prime to p, the proof follows from Lemma 1. Thus Lemma 5

holds for all ap2T^0 (mod p2T+1). On the other hand/=0 (mod p) implies,

by Lemma 3, x = pxi, y=pyi, and f/p=apx? +ßpy? +yz2 = ai (mod p) solv-

able for ai prime to p if and only if (ax \p) = (7 \p). This proves the lemma for

a = aip^0 (mod p2). The congruence f=0 (mod p3) implies x=y=pz=0

(mod p2) a.nd f/p3=apx£ +ßpy22 +yz? =a2 (mod p) which is solvable for a2

prime to p if and only if (a2 \p) = (7 \p) and so the process may be continued.

Corollary. // ( — ßy \p) = — 1 anda^O (mod p),f=ax2+ßpy2+ypz2 = a

(mod ppap) is solvable if and only if a is not of the form p2k(pn+a-i) where

(a-i\p)=-(a\p).

Lemma 6. 7/a/3 = l (mod 4), <p = 2a (mod 16), with a odd, is solvable if

and only if 2a=a+ß (mod 8).

a+ß=a+9ß (mod 8) but they are not congruent mod 16. Thus, if

2a=a+ß (mod 8), one of a+ß, a+9ß is = 2a (mod 16). It is obvious that

ax2+ßy2=a+ß+4 (mod 8) is not solvable.
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Lemma 7. // aß = 3 (mod 8), 0=4a (mod 32) is solvable for every odd a

and 0 = 0 (mod 8) implies x = y = 0 (mod 2).

The proof is similar to that above.

Lemma 8. // a/3 = 7 (mod 8), <f> = 2r+2a (mod 2r+6), r^O, is solvable

for every odd a.

For r = 1, the proof is similar to the above. 0=4 (mod 8) implies x = 2xx,

y = 2yx and 0/4=axx2 +ßy2 =a (mod 8) is solvable for every odd a. Thus

0=4a (mod 32) is solvable for every odd a.

Lemma 9. /=a*24-|(3y2+7z2 = a (mod 8pa2) with aßy = l (mod 8) is solv-

able if and only if a is not of the form 4*(8»+7) or for all a according as

a =/3=7=T (mod 4) or not.

If a = 2 (mod 4) note that two of a, ß, y are congruent (mod 4) and,

permuting coefficients if necessary, take «=/3 (mod 4). Then a —167 or

a—Ay=a+ß (mod 8) and Lemma 6 applies to complete the proof. If a is

odd,/=a (mod 8) is solvable unless a=ß=y (mod 4). Then a/3 =7 (mod 8)

implies \=a=ß=y (mod 4) and/=a (mod 8) is solvable if and only if

a^a4-/34-7-|-4=a4-/34-a/34-4 = 7 (mod 8). Furthermore, if a=ß=7 (mod 4),

f=0 (mod 4) implies x=y = z=0 (mod 2) and/ represents an integer 4«

if and only if it represents ».

Lemma 10. f=ax2+ßy2+2yz2 = a (mod 8pa2) is solvable for every a if

aßy = l (mod 8) and a 4-/3 = 6 or 0 (mod 8).

This is obvious if pa2 is an even power of 2. Consider a = 2 (mod 4).

Then/=a (mod 16) is solvable from Lemma 8 taking z = l or Lemma 6

taking z = 0 unless a 4-/3 = 6 (mod 8) and a=«4-/3 4-4 = 2 (mod 8). Now

/=2 (mod 8) implies x = 2xx, y = 2yx, and f=a (mod 16) is solvable for

a = 2 (mod 8) if and only if f/2 = 2axx2 +2ßyx2 +yz2 = a/2 (mod 8) is solvable.

Now «4-/3=6 (mod 8) implies aß=y^l (mod 4) and thus 7 and y+2a+2ß

=7+4 (mod 8) are =1 and 5 (mod 8) in some order. Thus//2=a/2 (mod 8)

is solvable, /= a (mod 16) is solvable for all a = 2 (mod 4), and therefore

f=Aka (mod 4*+2) is solvable for all a = 2 (mod 4).

Corollary. /=2«#2+2|3y24-7Z2 = a (mod 8pa2), where aßy = \ (mod 8)

and «4-/3 = 6 or 0 (mod 8), is solvable if and only if a is not of the form 8« 4-3:

If a is odd,/=7, 74-2)3, 74-2«, y+2a+2ß (mod 8) is solvable and/=no

other odd (mod 8) is solvable. If «4-/3 = 0 (mod 8), «/3=-7 = 7 (mod 8)

and/^74-4 = 3 (mod 8). If a+/3=6 (mod 8), «j3=7 = l (mod 4) and
/^7+6«=a(/3-|-6)=a(4-a)=3 (mod 8). f=\, 5, 7 (mod 8) is solvable in

both cases. /=0 (mod 2) implies z = 2zx and the rest follows from Lemma 10.
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Lemma 11. If aßy = I (mod 8) and a+/3 = 2 or 4 (mod 8),/=ax2+i8y2

+27Z2=a (mod 8po2) is solvable if and only if ais not of the form 4*(16«+14).

As above we consider a = 2 (mod 4). Then f=a (mod 16) is solvable

from Lemmas 6 and 7 taking z = 0 and 1 respectively unless a = 6 (mod 8), for

a+ß=4 (mod 8) implies aß=y = 3 (mod 8) and a+/3+27 = 2 (mod 8).

Now/=6 (mod 8) implies x = 2xh y = 2yi and//2 = 2ax12+2j8yi2+7Z2. If

a+ß = 2 (mod 8), then aß = 1=7 (mod4),//2=7+2a=a(j8+2) = 3 (mod 8),

but//2^7+6a = 7 (mod 8). If a+0=4 (mod 8), aß = 3=y (mod 8) implies

}/2 = 3 (mod 8) but^7 (mod 8). Thus/=2a (mod 16) for an odd a if and

only if a is not of the form 8«+7. Noting/=0 (mod 8) implies x=y = z = 0

(mod 2), we see/=8<z (mod 64) is solvable for every odd a^7 (mod 8). So

the process may be continued.

Corollary. If aßy = 1 (mod 8) and a+ß = 2 or 4 (mod 8),f=2ax2+2ßy2

+7Z2 = a (mod 8pa2) is solvable if and only if a is not of the form 4*(8«+7).

The proof is similar to that for the corollary to Lemma 10.

Lemma 12. For any V,/ and its reciprocal form F are equivalent to a pair

of forms <p and <ï> satisfying the congruences

0 = ax2 + ßüy2 + yüAz2 (mod V),

* = ßyüAx2 + ayAy2 + aßz2 (mod V),

aßy = 1 (mod V),

except that V must be taken odd iff or F is improperly primitive.

The proof is given by H. J. S. Smith in the article previously referred to,

pages 461 and 462.

Corollary. For any V, /= (or, b, c, 2r, 2s, 2t), with a prime to V, and its

reciprocal form F are equivalent to a pair of forms <p and $ above except that V

must be taken odd if F is improperly primitive.

This follows from Smith's proof if we note a prime to V implies V odd

if / is improperly primitive.

Lemma 13. For an improperly primitive form f, its reciprocal form F, and

V arbitrary (it may be taken even), there exist two forms

f2 = ax2 + ßüy2 -f 4yttAiZ2 (mod V),

F2 = ßyüAiX2 + ayAiy2 + aßz2 (modV),

where aßy = 1 (mod V),«j3ß = 3 (mod 4), Ai=A/2, the integers represented by

f are the halves of the integers represented by f2 with x=y (mod 2), i.e. the
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halves of the evens represented by f2, and the integers represented by F are those

represented by F2 with x=y (mod 2).

Smith's proof of Lemma 13 carries through for this lemma to the middle

of page 462, ibid., since/ improperly primitive implies F is properly primi-

tive and if/= {a, a', a", 2b, 2b', 2b") we have/~/i = as24-2ô"zy+ay4-7QAz2

(mod v'), V being V02A. Now fx is equivalent to a similar form with <z = 2

(mod 4), for if a = 0=V-f-2 (mod 4) we interchange x and y, while if a = a'=0

(mod 4) the replacement of y by x+y yields a form with leading coefficient

double an odd, since b" is odd. Similar reasoning shows we may consider a/2

to be prime to V' since/i is primitive. Thus let a = 2a = 2 (mod 4), a' = 2a',

and choose «i so that aax = l (mod V')- Then 2/=a(2x4-o"«iy)24-«(4a'ai

-b"2a?)y2+2yQAz2 (mod 2v')- Now 4aa'-Z>"2= Q,A" = 3 (mod 4) where

A" is defined in Smith's paper.  Set ß=A"ax (mod V') and

2/i = a(2x + b"axy)2 + ßQy2 + 2yüAz2 (mod V'),

and double the integers represented by fx are the integers represented by f2

with x=y (mod 2).  Then «/3ß = 3 (mod 4) and «07 = 1 (mod V).  Now

QFX m 2a'yüAx2 + 2ayUAy2 + QA"z2 - 2ytiAb"xy        (mod V"),

Fx m ßTAii2a;2 + «7Ai(2;y - b"axx)2 + aßz2 (mod V'/Q),

and the integers represented by Fx are those integers represented by F2 with

x=y (mod 2).

Lemma 14. Every properly primitive form f for which 12 = 2" (mod 2,1+1),

fisïl, is equivalent to a form fx = ax2+2'1by2+2tlcz2+2tl+1ryz (mod 2") where

» is arbitrary, a is odd and b is odd or double an odd according as F is properly

or improperly primitive.  In the latter case r is odd and c even.

This is a corollary of Lemma 12 if F is properly primitive. / represents

primitively an odd integer a. Transform/ by an equivalent transformation

so that a is the leading coefficient. Then replace x by x+ry+az, choosing

t and <r so the new coefficients of xy and xz are = 0 (mod 2"). We have

f~f2 = ax2+bxy2+cxz2+2rxyz (mod 2") and QF2 = {bxcx-rx2)x2 + acxy2+abxz2

-2rxayz (mod 2"). Thus cx = bx = rx^0 (mod 2"). Now 6iCi-ri2 = 0

(mod 22'1) implies that not all of bx, Ci and rx are = 0 (mod 2'1+1). Furthermore,

both of bx/2ll = b and cx/2'l = c are even if and only if F2 is improperly primi-

tive. In this casefi/2(1 = r = l (mod 2). If b = 2 (mod 4) the lemma is proved.

If c = 2 = b+2 (mod 4) interchange y and z to prove the lemma. If b=c=0

(mod 4) replace z by y+z to prove the lemma.

Lemma 15. If f=apr{pr+1) is solvable, where a is prime to p, then, for n

arbitrary, f=apr{pn) is solvable (r^O).
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By Lemma 12 we may take /=aix2+/31y2+71z2 (mod pn). Let

ai$i2+ßirf+yiC2 = apT+kpm where w = r+l. We prove there exists a solution

x =£+X, y = r,+ Y,z = Ç+Z oíf=apr (mod pm+1) iim+l^n. Not all of a¿2,

ßit)2 and 7if2 are divisible by pr+1. Permute «i£2, ßir]2 and 7if2 if necessary to

take ai£2?áO (mod pr+1). Let F=Z = 0 and ai=a2p\ £ = £i/>s where a2£i is

prime to p and t+2s^r.  Take X = pm~t~'Xi and have

/(x, y, z) = a/»' + p"(k + 2a¿iXi) + a2p2m-2>-<Xi2 = apr + pm(k + 2a2£1X1)

(mod pm+l)

and Xi may be chosen so that ¿+2a2^iXi = 0 (mod p).  Thus, by induction,

we prove the lemma.

Lemma 16. If f=2ra(2r+3) is solvable, where a is odd, then, for n arbitrary,

f=2ra (mod 2") is solvable.

If/ and F are both properly primitive we may by Lemma 12 consider

/=aix2+/3iy2+7iz2 (mod 2n) and proceed as above except that m=r+3

and we take X = 2m-'-'-1Xi.

If/is improperly primitive we have, by Lemma 13, a iormf2=aiX2+ßiy2

+471Z2 (mod 2n+1), a$i = 3 (mod 4) such that the evens represented by/2

are twice the integers represented by /. The primitive contravariant of /2

is properly primitive and thus the reasoning of the first paragraph of this

proof applies to prove f2 = 2r+1a (mod 2n) and therefore/=2ra (mod 2") is

solvable.

It remains to consider/ properly primitive and F improperly primitive.

By Lemma 14, we may consider /=ax2 + 2(+2/3y2 + 2i+27Z2 + 2<+2pyz (mod 2")

where ß = 2,+1(2'+2), ßpa = i (mod 2) and i= -1. Choose p\ so that ßßi = i

(mod 2").

First, if t^O, fi=ax2+2'ßw2+2'ßi8z2 (mod 2") where w = 2y+pßxz,

4ßy—p2 = 8 and the integers represented by/ are those integers represented by

/1 with w=z (mod 2). We have/i(£, w, Ç)=2ra+2mk, mtr+3 and w = f

(mod 2). Let £=2'£i, o) = 2*o>i, f = 2"fi where ei<«>ifi=l (mod 2), v, a and

p = 0. Note that not all of 2v, 2<j+t, 2p+t are >r and aßßi8 = \ (mod 2).

If 2vgf take x = £+2"1-"-1X, w=«, z = f and/i(x, w, z) =/i(£, w, f ) +a(2m-"£X

_I_-22»-2f-2_x-2) = 2ra+2m(k+a£iX) (mod 2m+1), since 2m-2v-2 = m+l and X

may be chosen so that/i(x, w, z)=f(x, y, z)=2'a (mod 2m+1). If 2v>r and

2a+t^r take x = £, z = f, w=co+2m-,-<'-W=co (mod 2) and fx(x, w, z)

= 2ra+2m(k+ßuiiW) (mod 2m+1) and W may be chosen so that/i(x, w, z)

=f(x, y, z) = 2ra (mod 2m+1). Proceed similarly if 2v >r,2<r+t >r and 2p+/=>.

Second, if t= -\, f=ax2+2ßy2 + 2yz2+2pyz (mod 2") and/2 = 2/=2ax2

+/3w2+/3i5z2 (mod 2n+1) where w and 5 have the same values as for i^O,
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ßßx8 = 3 (mod 4) and the evens represented by f2 are twice the integers

represented by/. The proof proceeds in a manner similar to that above.

Lemma 17. f=a (mod 8hp) implies f=a (mod N) is solvable for N arbi-

trary, where h is the product of the first powers of the odd prime divisors of H

and p is the least integer for which a/p is an integer prime to 2H.

Let pi be the odd prime factors common to h and N, and rt their respec-

tive multiplicities in N. Then, by Lemma 15, there exist solutions (x¡, y¿, z,)

oíf=a (mod piri). Also, by Lemma 16, there exists a solution {x0, yo, Zo)

of f=a (mod 2s) where N = 2' (mod 2S+1). Let pi be the odd prime factors

of A7 which are prime to h and Si their respective multiplicities in N. By

Lemma 12 we may take f=ax2+ßüy2+yüAz2 (mod pi',i), where aßyASl2 is

prime to pi". Thus, by Corollary 2 of Lemma 2 and Lemma 15, there exist

solutions x/, yl, z/ of f=a (mod p/si). There exists, by the Chinese Re-

mainder Theorem, an x, y and z such that x=xit y=yi, z = z{ {modp/), x=x0,

y=yo, z=z0 (mod 2") and x=x/, y=y/, z = zi (mod />/**')■ Such an {x, y,z)

is a solution oif=a (mod N).

4. Theorem. With every ternary quadratic form of Hessian H there is

associated a set of arithmetic progressions :

(1) 2\(8n + a<)pri(pin + ait)        (n = 0,   ±1,   ± 2, • • • )

such that no integer falling in any one of them is represented by f, and for every

integer a not falling in any of (1) it is true that f=a (mod 8hp), and therefore

(mod N) for N arbitrary, is solvable, where pi are odd prime factors of H,

an are some or all the members of a complete residue system mod pi, r and r,

range over some or all of the positive integers and zero, a/ are some, none or all

of 1, 3, 5 and 7, h is the product of the first powers of the odd prime factors of H

and p is the smallest positive integer for which a/p is an integer prime to 2h.

The Hessian H and the progressions (1) serve to define the genus and to

determine the order and invariants ß and A of the form: i.e., all forms of

the same Hessian and having the same progressions (1) associated with

them are of the same genus and order and have the same invariants £2 and A

and, conversely, all forms of the same genus and order and having the

same Hessian, Í2 and A, have the same progressions (1). The forms of (1)

are more precisely given below in the course of the proof.

I. We first prove, for a given form/, the existence of certain progressions

(1) having the desired properties and which, together with H, determine by

their nature the invariants A and Í2 and whether F and / are properly or

improperly primitive.
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For an odd prime factor p oí H -we use Lemma 12 to see that we may

take/=ax2+j3ßy2+7ßAz2 (mod p') where / is the highest power of p in H.

We shall use the following abbreviations: fNa denotes: / represents no

integer of the form a; fCa denotes: for every integer of the form a, f=a

(mod pPap) is solvable. The above congruential form of / shows, using

Lemma 1,

fC(pn + a), i.e. FCp2k(pn + a);a prime to p if 0 ^ 0 (mod p),

fN(pn + a_i), fC(pn + «0, fCp2k(pn + ai), where

(a_i \p) = -(a | p) and («i \p) = (a\p), if Í2 =- 0 (mod p).

In the latter case to find the power to which p occurs in ß, we note

/=0 (mod p) implies x=pxx a,nd f/p= pax?+ßy2Q/p+yAz2Q/p (mod p*~l)

which represents an integer prime to p if and only if ß^O (mod p2). If

Q=0 (mod p2), f/p2=axi2 +ßy2ü/p2+yAz2ü/p2 (mod pf~2), and f/p2=a-i

(mod p) if and only if ß^O (mod p3). So continuing we have, taking ¿i

to be the highest power of p in ß,

fN(p2'+>a), r = 0, 1, ■ • • , [(h - 2)/2];

fNp2>(pn + «_!), 5 = 0, 1, • ■ • , [(h - l)/2];

fC(ßü) and, if h is even, fCp'ipn + a_i).

This shows the existence of certain progressions (1). Then, given these

progressions, we can determine ti as follows: find the least odd power 2ri+l

of p such that for some integer b prime to p, p2ri+1b does not occur in (1)

and the least even power 2si of p for which p2'l(pn+a^i) does not occur in (1).

Either 2^+1 or 2si or both are finite, for if h is odd, fC(ßü) and ßQ/p**

is an integer prime to p. ti is the lesser of 2?,1+1 and 2si for fCptl(ßü/ptl)

if ti is odd.

To determine the greatest power h of 2 occurring in ß as a factor if / is

properly primitive, we use Lemma 14 and consider /=ax2+2"Z»y2+2,1cz2

+2<1+1ryz (mod 23+<). If h^2,f=0 (mod 2) implies x = 2xx and//4=ax,.2

+2 ' i-2by2+2 ' i~2cz2+2 ' ̂ ryz (mod 21+i). So proceeding we have

for*! even,      f/2'^-* = ax2 + I6by2 + Í6cz2 + 32ryz (mod 128) if h = 4,

//2'.-2 = ax2 + 4Jy2 + 4cz2 + 8ryz (mod 32)   if h ^ 2,

//2<> = ax2 + by2 + cz2 + 2ryz (mod 8);

for h odd,        //2''-3 = ax2 + 8ôy2 + 8cz2 + 16ryz (mod 64) if h = 3,

Z/2'i-1 = ax2 + 2ôy2 + 2cz2 + 4ryz (mod 16) if h = 1.
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Let sx be the least value of s for which/=4*{a+4) (mod 8-4*) is solvable

and s2 the least value of s for which/=4'{a+2) (mod 8-4*) is solvable for

some integer a represented by/. Inspection of the above, taking into account

the conditions of Lemma 14, gives the following table:

ii even, F p.p. tx even, F i.p.   tx odd, F p.p.     tx odd, F i.p.

2ii = ii-2 or íi = 2íi = 0 =íi =¿i-l =íi-l

2í2 = íi =tx =/i-l >/i-l

p.p. and i.p. are abbreviations of "properly primitive" and "improperly

primitive" respectively.

The above table shows the existence of certain progressions (1). Given

the progressions we note that F can be improperly primitive only if A is

odd, i.e. only if t (the highest power of 2 in H) is even and tx = t/2. The

numbers 2ix and 2s2 can be found from progressions (1).

If 0 5¿ 2sx = 2s2 we have only the second and third columns of the table

to consider and see that 2s2 = tx or tx — 1. If f = 4s2 then tx = 2s2 and F is im-

properly primitive, for if 2s2 = tx — 1, As2 = 2tx — 2 <t. If t¿¿As2, F is properly

primitive and tx — 1 = 2s2.

If 0?í2s¡<2s2, we see from the first and fourth columns that 2sx = tx — 2

or ii —1. If ¿ = 4si4-2 then ¿i = 2si+l and F is improperly primitive, for

tx — 2 — 2sx implies Asx+2 = 2tx — 2<t. If t^Asx+2, F is properly primitive

and 2íi = /i —2.

If 2si = 0 note that ¿¿^0 (mod 4) implies tx = 0. We consider below

only ¿7 = 0 (mod 4).

If 2sx = 0 = 2s2 and #=0 (mod 4) we have to consider the first and third

columns, for, if the second held, 0 = tx, ¿7 = 0 (mod 2) and F would be im-

properly primitive, which is impossible. Thus F is properly primitive,

0 = ii, tx — 1, or tx — 2 and, using Lemma 12, we may take/=«x24-/3í2y24-7Í2Az2

(mod 8) and note that tx = 0 and ¿7 = 0 (mod 4) implies A=0 (mod 4). In-

spection of the three cases gives the following table:

tx Progressions (1) contain

0 4« 4- 2 or 4» 4- 3v but not both

1 neither An+2 nor An+3v

2 4«+2 and An+3v

where v is an integer such that/=>' (mod 4) is solvable. Thus the value of tx

may be determined from the form of progressions (1).
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If 2si = 0 < 2s2 and H=0 (mod 4) we have to consider the first and fourth

columns and see that ti = 0 or 2 and F is properly primitive or ti = 1 and F is

improperly primitive. If tx = 2, ¿7 = 0 (mod 16) while, if ti = \ and F is im-

properly primitive, A is odd and thus H=4 (mod 8). We have the following

table:

h F H Progressions (1) contain

0 p.p. =0 (mod 4) 4«+2 or 4n+3v but not both

2            p.p.           =0 (mod 16) 4«+2 and 4n+3v

1 i.p. =4 (mod 8) 4«+2 and 4n+3v

where v is an integer such \h.a\.f=v (mod 4) is solvable. Thus, in this case,

the value of tx and whether F is properly or improperly primitive may be

determined from H and the progressions (1).

/ is improperly primitive if and only if 2«+l occurs in progressions (1).

Here tx = 0.

Thus progressions (1) determine not only tx, the highest power of 2 con-

tained in ß, but whether F and/ are properly or improperly primitive.

II. After ß and A have been determined by the above process we must

exhibit the progressions (1) and show that the genus is determined by them.

Since, for any odd prime factor p of H, the progressions (1) determine the

quadratic character with respect to p of the integers represented by the form,

it remains to show that the progressions (1) involving a particular p de-

termine the quadratic character with respect to p of the integers represented

by F. We exhibit the progressions (1) and show their relation to the character

of the integers represented by F.

Consider/ to be of the form of 0 in Lemma 12 with V =pt+1 where / is

the highest power of p in H. For any a we use a_i to denote any a_x for

which (a_i \p) = — (a \p) and a is any integer prime to p.

A. If p is prime to ß, it must divide A. Then from the form of / and

Lemma 1 we seef=a (mod p) is solvable for every a prime to p and there-

fore f=ap2r (mod p2r+1) is solvable. Let A/p'=A'^0 (mod p). First if

(—a/3 ß |/>) = 1 the first row in the table below results from Lemma 4 and

(F\p) = (aß\p). Second, if (—aßß \p) = — 1 we see from Lemma 3 that

/=0 (mod p) implies x = pXi, y = pyi and f/p=apx?+ßpyx2 +yQAz2/p

(mod p'), which represents integers prime to p if and only if A^0 (mod p2)

when we use Lemma 5. If, on the other hand, A = 0 (mod p2) we have

f/p2=axx2+ßüyx2+yüAz2/p2 (mod p''1) and f/p2=pa (mod p2) is solvable

for every a prime to p if and only if A^0 (mod p3) from Corollary 1 of

Lemma 2.   This process may be repeated until we have the results below:
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(—a/30 \p) Progressions (1) involving p {F\p)

1 none (~ß|/>)

-1 p*+la, r = 0, 1, • • • , [{t-2)/2] if t^2 -{-Sl\p)

and, if t is odd, p2k+1{pn+ax)

where («i \p) = - (7QA' \p) = - («/3Í2A' \p) = {-A' \p) and a is prime top. The

character of the progressions thus determines {F \p).

B. If fi=0 (mod P'i), tx>0 and fl//>(1= ü'^0 (mod />), we have A = 0

(mod/»'-2'1) andA//>'-2'i=AV0 (mod/>) where¿ —2/1=t0. Now/=0 (mod/»)

implies x=pxx &nd f/p=pax x2 +ßy2tt/p+yAz2ti/p (mod p') and///» repre-

sents integers prime to p if and only if 12^0 (mod p2). If 0 = 0 (mod />2),

f/p2=axx2 +ßQ,y2/p2+yAz2Q,/p2 (mod />'_1).   So continuing we have

if ii is even, ///>'» s ax'2 + /30y + y^'Az2 (mod /»'"'O,

and
if tx is odd, ///>'> s ¿ax'2 + /^V 4- 7fi'Az2 (mod /»'-'•).

First, if t = 2tx, {F\p) = ±i and the progressions (1) are p2'{pn+a_x),

P2s+1a, where the second progression occurs only if tx> 1, where s = 0, 1, • • • ,

[(ii-2)/2]and, if ii is odd and {-ßyA\p) = {-aA\p) =-l,r = 0, 1,2,

Otherwise r = 0, 1, 2, • • ■ , [{tx-l)/2].

Second, if t>2tx set t2 = t-2tx>0. Note that, if tx is even and {-aßti' \p)

= —1, it is true that///»'1 = 0 (mod p) implies x' = px2, y=py2 and///»'1+1

=-/>ax224-/3ß'/»y22+7Aß'z2//» (mod p'-'1'1). Also if tx is odd, ///>'> = 0 (mod/>)

implies y = pyx and///»"+1=«x'2 4-/3ß'/»yi2 4-7Í2'Az2//> (mod p'-"-1). So con-

tinuing we have

If lx is even

(—aßü'\p) Progressions (1) involving p {F\p)

1 p2'{pn+a_x), p™o, i = 0, 1, • • ■ , ¿1/2-I (-Ö'|#)

-1       p2r{pn+a-x),p2s+1a, imdii his odd, p2k+1{pn+ax)      -{-Q'\p)

wherein the second rows = 0, 1, • • • , [{t — tx — 2)/2] and {ax\p) = — (7Í2'A')

= (—A' \p). In both cases r = 0, 1, • • • , tx/2 — 1. It should be noted that the

progressions in the first and second rows are not the same even if t2 is even

for tx/2-l^{t-tx-2)/2.

If tx is odd

Conditions Progressions (1) involving p {F\p)

¿¡¡even, (-oA'|/>) = l      p2'{pn+a_x), p2s+*a, p2si+l{pn+ax) - {-axA'Q,'\p)

/¡¡even, (-«A'|/») = -l p2k{pn+a-X),p?s+1a,p2si+1{pn+ax) {-axA'ti' \p)

t2odd,{-axA'\p)=\      p2r(pn+a-x),p23+la,p2k+1{pn+ax) -{-oA'ü'\p)

hodd,{-axA'\p) =-\  p2r{pn+a-x),p23+la,p2°i+í{pn+ax) (-aA'i2'|p)
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where r = 0, 1, ■ • • , [(t-tx-l)/2], sx = 0, 1, • ■ • , [(t-tx-2)/2] and

j = 0, 1, • • • , (ti—3)/2, the progressions in s being excluded unless tx^3,

~(ax \p) = (ßQ! \p) = (ayü' \p) = (aFQ! \p), (F \p) is determined from the pro-

gressions by the above tables.

III. We find completely the progressions (1) involving 2 and show that

H, A, ß, together with the progressions (1), determine the complete generic

character of /.

If/ and F are properly primitive we use Lemma 12 and have

A'/ = «A'x2 + ßA'üy2 + yQA"z2 (mod 8£2"A"),

Q'F m ßyAQ,"x2 + ayAQ'y2 + aßü'z2 (mod 8A"),

where aßy = 1 (mod 8A"), ß = ß'ß", A =A'A", A" and ß" being the greatest

powers of 2 dividing A and ß respectively. Let a' — aA', ß'=ßA'ü', and

7' =7ß' and then replace a!, ß', y' by a, ß, y respectively to get

A'/ = ax2 + ßü"y2 + yÜ"A"z2 (mod 8D"A"),

Q'F = aA"i2'V + ßA"y2 + yz2,  aßy = 1 (mod 8).

A. If ß^Op^A (mod 4), and both/ and F are properly primitive, the

generic character involves a symbol ^ defined in Smith's article. In his

paper the generic character is given for the four cases in terms of this 1ir.

If H is odd we use Lemma 9 and referring to Smith's discussion, pages

465, 466, we have the following table :

Progressions (1) involving 2 ^

None +1

4*(8«+7A') -1

If ß" = 2, A" = l, we abbreviate Smith's notation (-l)(/a-»/» to read

(2 |/), etc., and see from his case ii, page 466, that/^3A' (mod 8) implies

(2 I/)* = (2 |A) and/^7A' (mod 8) implies (2 |/)*= -(2 |A). Thus, using the
corollaries to Lemmas 10 and 11, we have the following table:

Progressions (1)

ß+7 — (mod 8) involving 2 Character

6 or 0 8«+3A' (2 |/)* = (2 |A)
4 or 2 4*(8»+7A') (2 |/)¥= - (2 |A)

If ß'= 1, A" = 2, we have similarly
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Progressions (i)

a+ß = (mod 8) involving 2 Character

6or0 None (2 |F)¥ = (2 10)

4 or 2 4*(16»+14A') (2 |F)¥ = - (2 | Q)

for if a+ß=0 or 6 (mod 8), ßF represents no 8«+3 and if a+ß = 2 or 4

(mod8),ßF^7 (mod 8).

If A" — ß" = 2 we note case iv in Smith's article on pages 465 and 467

and that A'/=0 (mod 2) implies x = 2xx. We have the following:

Progressions (1)

a+7 m (mod 8) involving 2 (2 |/)(2 |F)(2 |A')(2 10')*

0 or 6 16«+6A' +1

2 or 4 4*(16«+14A') -1

This may be deduced as follows: (2 |/)(2 |F)(2 |A')(2 | ß')* = (2 |/A')(2 |Fß')*

= (—1)', referring to page 465 of Smith's article, where v = (A'2m2+Q,'2M2

+2Q,'M+2A'm+2A'mQ,'M)/8= {(A'w+ß'M+l)2-l}/8. Then, taking for

A'm and tt'M the first pair of values given on page 465: a, y, we have

„={(a-Py+l)2-i}/8 (mod 2).

B. If ß" = l and A=0 (mod 4) with / properly primitive, using the

lemmas and the forms given at the beginning of section III for A'/ and Q'F,

we obtain the following table:

a+ß= ß'F = (mod8)

A" (mod 8) Progressions (1) involving 2 only

4 0 or 4 4»+2 3, 7

4 2 or 6 4«+3aA' and, if a = l (mod 4),

4*(8«+7A') 1, 5

8 0 4«+2 7

8 2 4«+3aA',8«+6A',4*(16«+14A') 2a-1

8 4 4«+2,4*(16«+14A') 3

8 6 4«+3oA',8«+2A' 6a-1

8-4', t>0 0 4«+2 7

8-4t,t>0 2,4,or6 4r times the values given above for

A" = 8 where r = 0, 1, ••• ,t seeA" = 8
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If A" = 4-4r, t>0, we have the following table:

£2'JF = (mod8)

aß = (mod 8) Progressions (1) involving 2 only

7 4w4-2 7
5 4r(4»4-3«A'), 4S(8»4-2«A') and, if

« = 1 (mod 4), 4*(8w+7A') 5

3 A*{An+2) 3

1 4r(4«4-3«A'), 4S(8«4-6«A') and, if

a = l (mod4),4*(8» + 7A') 1

where r = 0, 1, • ■ • , r and s=0, 1, • • • , t— 1.

C. If £2" = 2 and A=0 (mod 4),/ and ¿? are properly primitive. In the

first line of the table note that a=ß (mod 4) and « = 1 or 3 (mod 8) implies

that /34-7 = 2 or 4 (mod 8) to find the progressions (1). A similar situation

exists for the rest of the table. If A" =4, we have the table following:

£2'¿? =

Conditions on a and ß Progressions.(1) involving 2      (mod 8)

only

a=/3(mod4),« = lor3(mod8) 8« + 5A', 4*(8» + 7A') 1,5
a=0(mod4),« = 5or7(mod8) 8w+A', 8w4-3A', 4(8» + 3A') 1,5
« = 30 (mod 4), a = 3 or 5 (mod 8) 8n+A',Ak{8n + 7A') 3,7

a = 3/3 (mod 4),a = lor 7 (mod 8) 8»+3A', 8» + 5A', 4(8»+3A') 3,7

Thus if ff^v or 3v (mod 8) for some odd v, only Q!F=\ or 5 (mod 8) is

solvable, while f^v or 7v (mod 8) implies that only £2^ = 3 or 7 (mod 8) is

solvable.

If A" = 8, the multiples of 4 in progressions (1) are 4 multiplied by the

progressions (1) given under the heading £2" = 2 =A". The remainder of the

progressions are given below:

£2'F = (mod8)

«j3 = (mod8)   Progressions (1)^0 (mod 4) but involving 2 only

1 2r{8n+5aA'),2r{8n + 7aA'),r = 0, 1 1

3 8» + 5oA', 8»4-3oA', 16«4-2aA', 16w4-14aA' 3

5 8» + 5«A', 8« + 7«A', 16» + 2«A', 16»+6«A' 5
7 2r(8« + 3«A/),2'-(8»-r-5aA'),r = 0, 1 7

Thus the third column is related to the second.
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If

A" = 0 (mod 16)

the progressions (1) which are ^0 (mod 4) and the corresponding character

of ti'F are given by the table above for A" = 8.  If

A = 4-4',   rfcl,

the progressions (1) involving 2 and divisible by 4 are 4* multipled by the

odd progressions given in the table above for A" = 8, 4" multiplied by the

progressions = 2 (mod 4) for A" = 8, and 4r multiplied by the progressions for

A" = 4 where 5 = 1, 2, • ■ • , r, and if t>1, Si = l, 2, • • • , t—1. If

A" = 8 -4\

the progressions (1) divisible by 4 are those given above forA" = 8 multiplied

by 4s, 5 = 1, 2, ■ • • , r, together with those for ß"= A" =2 multiplied by 4r+1.

D. A" = l, ß = 0 (mod 4) and F properly primitive.   If ß" = 4, we have

a = (mod 4) Progressions (1) involving 2 ß'F = (mod 8) only

1 4«+2,4w+3A'and, if 0=7 = 1 (mod 4),

4*(8«+7A') ßfsß

3 4n + 2,4n+A' 1,3, 5 or 7

If ß" = 8 we have the following table:

ß+y = (mod 8) Progressions (1) involving 2 ß'F= (mod 8) only

6 4« + 2,4«+3A',8« + 5aA',4(8« + 3A') -(2 \a), -5(2 \a)

2 4« + 2,4« + 3A',8n + 5aA',4*(8« + 7A') (2 \a), 5(21«)

4 4« + 2,4«+A',4*(8«+7A') 1,3,5 or 7

0 4«+2,4w+A',4'-(8«+3A,),r = 0, 1 1,3, 5 or 7

If ß"=4-4r, T§£lj the progressions (1) involving 2 are the above for

ß" = 4 multiplied by 4r, where r = 0, 1, • • • , r, and 4"(8«+5aA'), where

5 = 0, 1, • ■ • , r — 1. The character of ti'F is determined as for ß"= 4.

If ß" = 8-4T the progressions (1) are the above for ß" = 8 multiplied by

4r where r=0,1, • • • ,r, and the character of ß'F is determined as for ß" = 8.

E. A" = 2 and ß = 0 (mod 4).   We have the following table:
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«= ß'F=-
ß" « = (mod 8)     (mod 4)        Progressions (1) involving 2 (mod 8)

only

4 6-ßor-ß 1 4»+3A',4»4-2 5,7

4 6-/3or-/3 3 4«4-A', 4«4-2 1,7

4 2-/3 or 4-/3 1 4«4-3A',4»-r-2,4*(16»+14A') 1,3

4 2-/3 or 4-/3 3 4»4-A', 4»4-2,4*(16»4-14A') 3,5

8 6-7or-7 1 4»+3A', 4»+2, 8»4-5«A',4(16»4-6A') 5«, 7a

8 6-7or-7 3 4»+A', 4»4-2,8»+5«A',4(16»4-6A') a, 7«

8 2-7 or 4-7 1 4»+3A', 4»4-2, 8M4-5aA',4*(16»4-14A') a, 3a

8 2-7or4-7 3 4»4-A', 4»+2,8»4-5aA',4*(16«+14A') 3a, 5a

If ß = 0 (mod 16) the same discussion applies as for case D.

F. If A" = 2**, ß" = 2", íi = 2gí2, the progressions (1) involving 2 are

4r(4«+2), 4r(4»4-3oA'), 4*(8«4-5aA') and 4T multiplied by the progressions

given for A" = 2'2=.0 (mod 4) and ß" = l or 2 according as tx is odd or even,

where r = 0, 1, • • • , [{tx-2)/2], r= [tx/2], and s = 0, 1, • • • , [{tx-3)/2],

the progressions in s being omitted if tx = 2.

The character of F is determined as for A" = 2'2 and ß" = 1 or 2 according

as tx is odd or even.

G. Since F has no character with respect to 2 if improperly primitive,

it remains to consider/ improperly primitive but F properly primitive. Now

/ is improperly primitive if and only if 2» 4-1 occurs in progressions (1).

Then ß = 1 ̂ A (mod 2). We use Lemma 13 to obtain

A'ft m aA'x2 + ßA'üy2 + AyüAx"z2 (mod 8A"),

ÜF2 =• 1S7A1X2 + ayAxüy2 + aßüz2 (mod 8)

where a/3ß = 3 (mod 4) andx=y (mod 2). (A!ff=A72.)

Let a =aA', /3'=/3A'ß, 7'=7ß and replace «', ß', y' by a, ß, y respec-

tively, and

A'/2 =■ ax2 + 8y2 + AA{'yz2 (mod 8A"),

UF2 = aA{' x2 + /3Ai" y2 + yz2 (mod 8),

with x=y (mod 2), aß = 3 (mod 4) and a/37 = l (mod 8).   From Lemma 13

the integers represented by A'/ are the halves of the evens represented by
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A'/2 with x=y (mod 2) and the integers represented by QF are those repre-

sented by £IF2 with x=y (mod 2).

If ¿2 = 1, i.e. A]" =1, no progressions (1) involving 2 occur except 2«+l

and üF=a (mod 8) is solvable if and only if a = 3 (mod 4).

If ¿2 = 2, the progressions (1) involving 2 are 2«+l and, iiaß = 3 (mod 8),

4*(8»+7A'). The congruence ilF = a (mod 8) is solvable if and only if

a=aß (mod 8).

If /2>2 and aß = 3 (mod 8) progressions (1) involving 2 are 4r(2«+l)

and, if ¿2iseven,4*(8«+7A'),r = 0, 1, • • • , [(fe-l)/2]. Only QF = 3 (mod8)

is solvable.

If ¿2>2 and aß = 7 (mod 8), the progression in (1) is 2»+l and only

ßF = 7 (mod 8) is solvable.

IV. We have thus found associated with every prime factor of 2H pro-

gressions (1) such that for every integer a not contained in a progression

involving an odd prime p it is true that/=a (mod ppap) is solvable and for

every integer a not contained in a progression involving 2 it is true that

/=a (mod 8po2) is solvable. Thus if a is included in none of (1) it is true

that/=a (mod 8hp) is solvable. Also we have shown that these progressions

determine the invariants A and ß, the order and the genus of the form.

Conversely the invariants H, A and ß together with order and generic

character determine the progressions (1). This may be proved by inspection

of the results listed above or from the theorem proved by Smith (pp. 480 ff.)

that two forms of the same genus and order and having the same H, ß and A

may be transformed one into the other by a rational transformation of

determinant 1, the denominators of the coefficients being prime to 227.

5. Examples. We apply this new definition of genus to the set of re-

duced properly primitive forms of Hessian 18.*

Consider the form/=x2+3y2+6z2. Using the corollary of Lemma 4 we

see the progression (1) involving 3 is 3«+2. From Lemma 11, the progression

(1) involving 2 is 4*(16»+14).

Consider the iorm g = 2x2+3y2+4z2-2yz-2xy. We have 10g = 5(2x-y)2

+ (5y —2z)2+36z2 and the integers represented by 5g are the halves of the

multiples of 10 represented by g' = 5X2+F2+36z2, for g' = 0 (mod 5) implies

F2=4z2 (mod 5) and the sign of F may be so chosen that 5y —2z=F is

solvable for y while g' = 0 (mod 2) implies X = F (mod 2) and thus 2x—y=X

is solvable for x. Now, by Lemma 4, no progressions involving 3 occur in (1)

* See Eisenstein's table, Journal für Mathematik, vol. 41 (1851), p. 170.
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for g' and therefore for g. By Lemma 6, no An+2 occurs in progressions (1)

for g' and therefore no 2« 4-1 in progressions (1) for g. The condition

g' m 0 (mod 4) implies X = 2XX, Y = 2YX, and g'/A = 5XX2 + YX2 +9z2, and thus,

using Lemma 9, g'/A represents no 4*(16»4-6)/2 and the progressions (1) for

g are 4*(16»4-14).

The other forms are similarly dealt with.  We have the following table:

Form Progressions (1)

(1,1,18) 9»±3, 4*(16«+14)

(2, 2, 5, 0, -2, 0) 9«±3, 4*(16«+14)

(1,2,9) 4*(16»+14)

(2,3,4,-2,0,-2) 4*(16»+14)
(1,3,6) 3«4-2, 4*(16«+14)
(2, 3, 3) 9'(3« + l)

The first and second forms are of the same genus, also the third and fourth.

Each of the last two forms represents the only class in its genus.

Cornell University,

Ithaca, N.Y.


